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Adjacent to the Mangemangeroa Estuary is a coastal strip of forest containing remnants 
of forest accessible and available for the public of Auckland to enjoy.  
The reserve has a diversity of species including mature taraire, kohekohe, puriri, titoki, 
and tawa. Our desire is to see this area of forest protected and extended.  
 
Vision of the Friends of Mangemangeroa Inc: The enhancement of this urban coastal 
native reserve remnant through the encouragement of plant restoration, control of 
plant and animal pests, and the promotion of the reserve for the benefit of the local & 
wider Auckland community in ‘partnership’ with the Auckland Council.  
 
Project: The raising and planting of locally eco-sourced species to restore the pasture in 
the reserve to native species. 
 
Progress: The 2015 season was once again successful with two new areas approved by 
parks staff and prepared by Council’s contractors for our plantings this year.  Two public 
days despite the weather bomb were successful with 3350 plants being placed in the 
prepared ground. Infill planting was undertaken by a Rotary Youth Leadership team, 
with a number of karaka now in place along the Rotary loop and about 50 kowhai along 
the Kowhai Walk. Further plantings were carried out by Howick College, Buckland's 
Beach Intermediate, Somerville Intermediate, Pakuranga College and Cockle Bay School. 
 
During the winter two new planting units were installed and are now in use. 
To continue infilling with canopy species seeds for taraire, kowhai, and titoki, kahikatea 
and other species have been eco-sourced and are now flourishing in our unit at 
Somerville Intermediate and in our new EIF funded unit at Brebners.  As well, pioneer 

seedlings (manuka and flax) which have just been 
pricked out by Cockle Bay School Environment group 
are rapidly filling up the remaining space in the new 
EIF unit. All in all we have a total of 400 canopy 
species in pots either hardening up ready for planting 
out next winter or, growing on, for another year. As 
well we have approximately 5000 pioneer species at 
various locations in root trainers ready for next year’s 

revegetation program. 
 
Our new EIF unit was measured, built and delivered by the students of Howick College 
Trades Academy. It was a wonderful project for them to be involved with and we are 
most grateful to the EIF fund for providing the finance to enable us to have this unit 
which was sorely needed!  
 
Our big problem now is animal pest control; units have aluminium sides and a roof 
cover to prevent possum browsing.  
 



This year young growth on some of the canopy species and rata vines in the bush has 
been severely browsed, reducing flowering and hence seed production for next year. As 
well, the destructive pukeko have been a nuisance in the most newly planted areas, 
eating out the growing tips from the newly planted plants and ripping out plants to feed 
on the grubs and other soil dwelling organisms below. We are now looking at ways to 
combat these issues! 
 

Somerville Intermediate with kowhai at one end karaka in shade underneath 
   

Brebner unit with tairaire looking healthy manuka just pricked out 
   

Making room @ Jims for duff seedlings just potted up 
 

flax waiting & potted up 
   

   

Robinson unit where Warwicks species potted up and waiting to be potted 
 

 
 



   


